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Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Dear Mr. Zuckerberg, 

In April, Members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence ("the 
Committee") traveled to Bratislava, Slovakia, to discuss the ongoing war in Ukraine. During 
meetings with the delegation, Slovak government officials and civil society groups described 
with alarm the substantial pro-Russian, harmful disinformation on Slovak Facebook - a problem 
which only has grown more acute in recent weeks. Slovak government officials confirmed that 
they have, on multiple occasions, shared this content with Facebook's staff. And, Facebook staff 
confinned to ours that US government officials have also brought the matter to Facebook's 
attention, but to our knowledge, the company has not yet taken appropriate action. The 
Committee is deeply concerned by the continued presence of harmful disinformation and pro
Russian propaganda on Slovak Facebook, and urges Facebook immediately to ensure that all 
pro-Russian disinformation is quickly evaluated, fact-checked, and labeled, downranked, or 
removed in accordance with Facebook's public pledges and stated policies.' 

Facebook is powerful in Slovakia. It is the most widely used social media platform in the 
country2 , with approximately 2.7 million active members3, or approximately 49 percent of the 
Slovak population. For many years, a group of identifiable pro-Russian actors repeatedly has 
spread disinfonnation on Slovak Facebook, including during elections and throughout the 

1 Natalia Antelava. How Silicon Valley is Helping Putin and Other Tyrants With the In.formation War, CODA STORY 
(Apr. 14, 2022) hitps://www .codastory.com/authoritarian-tech/facebook-authoritarians-inforrnation-war/ (''We· re 
taking significant steps to fight the spread of misinformation Oil our services related to the war in Ukraine. We've 
expanded our third-party fact-checking capacity in Russian and Ukrainian, to debunk more false claims. When they 
rate something as false, we move this content lower in Feed so fewer people see it, and attach warning labels. We 
also have teams working around the clock to remove content that violates our policies."). 
2 Between East and West: Democracy, Disinformation, and Geopolitics in Central and Southeastern Europe, 
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTE (July 2021) 
https://www.ndi.org/si tes/default/fi !es/REA PPS202 1 researchpublicversion. pdf. 
'Slovak parliamenta,y election 2020: Libernlism as a threat. Facebook as a balflefreld, GLOBS EC (2020) 
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/upload · 2020/04/Slovak-parliamentary-election-2020.pdf. 






